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(57) ABSTRACT 

A selective VP protection method in an ATM network for 
protecting a virtual path connection selectively employing 
VP end protection and arbitrary VP protection is proposed. 
In the method, the VP-AIS cell which is transmitted down 
ward by each failure detecting node is composed including 
an area for carrying a switching ?ag which indicates the 
presence or absence of execution of the arbitrary VP pro 
tection by the failure detecting nodes. When an ATM cross 
connect node capable of executing the arbitrary VP protec 
tion detected a line failure, the failure detecting ATM 
cross-connect node determines whether or not it executes the 
arbitrary VP protection in order to relieve the line failure, 
and transmits downward the VP-AIS cell in which the 
switching ?ag has been set according to the determination. 
The VP end node which received the VP-AIS cell refers to 
the switching ?ag and executes the VP end protection if the 
switching ?ag indicated the absence of execution of the 
arbitrary VP protection by the failure detecting nodes. By 
adequate selective use of the arbitrary VP protection and the 
VP end protection according to the method, high speed VP 
protection in an ATM network and high compatibility 
between various types of VP end protection and various 
types of arbitrary VP protection can be realized. 

9 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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SELECTIVE VP PROTECTION METHOD IN 
ATM NETWORK 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a selective VP (Virtual 
Path) protection method, and in particular, to a selective VP 
protection method for performing protection of virtual paths 
in an ATM netWork comprising; a plurality of ATM cross 
connect nodes, selectively employing VP end protection (VP 
protection executed by VP end nodes) and arbitrary type of 
VP protection executed by ATM cross-connect nodes other 
than the VP end nodes, in Which an area of the VP-AIS 
(Alarm Indication Signal) cell transmitted by ATM cross 
connect nodes Which detected failure is utiliZed as informa 
tion for selecting and determining the VP protection method. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART 

Various kinds of VP protection methods (ie methods for 
protecting virtual paths established betWeen VP end nodes) 
in ATM netWorks composed of a plurality of ATM cross 
connect nodes have been proposed. 

FIGS. 1 and 2 are schematic diagrams shoWing a general 
conventional VP protection method in an ATM netWork 
system. The ATM netWork system shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2 
comprises six ATM cross-connect nodes XC11~XC16 and 
ATM transmission lines connecting the ATM cross-connect 
nodes XC11~XC16. In the ATM netWork system of FIGS. 1 
and 2, the ATM cross-connect nodes XCll and XC 12, 
XC12 and XC13, XC13 and XC14, XC14 and XC15, XC15 
and XCll, XC12 and XC16, and XC16 and XC13 are 
connected by the ATM transmission lines. 

FIG. 1 is conceptually shoWing a case Where a line failure 
23 such as disconnection of optical ?bers etc. occurred on 
the transmission line betWeen the ATM cross-connect nodes 
XC12 and XC13 When a virtual path connection XCll 
XC12-XC13-XC14 is established betWeen the ATM cross 
connect nodes XCll and XC14. 

The ATM netWork system composed of the ATM cross 
connect nodes XC11~XC16 employs both VP end protection 
(VP protection executed by VP end nodes) and arbitrary VP 
protection. Here, the VP end protection means VP protection 
Which is executed by VP end nodes of a virtual path. At 
present, the VP end protection can be classi?ed into the 
folloWing types. 

I. pre-planned VP end protection 
(D dedicated resources VP end protection 

(With preset alternative routes and bandWidths) 
@ semi-dedicated resources VP end protection 

(With preset alternative routes) 
II. real time restoration VP end protection 

(or on-demand resources VP end protection) 
The VP end protection executed by the VP end nodes XCll 
and XC14 in FIGS. 1 and 2 includes the above three types 
of VP end protection. The arbitrary VP protection means 
arbitrary type of VP protection in its literal sense Which is 
spontaneously executed by adjacent ATM cross-connect 
nodes other than the VP end nodes. The arbitrary VP 
protection includes APS (Automatic Protection SWitching) 
Which is employed in SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) 
and ‘section protection sWitching’ Which Will described 
beloW, for example. 

The VP end protection is executed betWeen the ATM 
cross-connect nodes (VP end nodes) XCll and XC14 using 
a route XC11-XC15-XC14 as an alternative route of the 

route XC11-XC12-XC13-XC14, and the arbitrary VP pro 
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2 
tection is executed betWeen the ATM cross-connect nodes 
XC12 and XC13. In the case Where the section protection 
sWitching is executed as the arbitrary VP protection betWeen 
the ATM cross-connect nodes XC12 and XC13, a route 
XC12-XC16-XC13 is used as an alternative route of the 
route XC12-XC13. 

FIG. 2 is conceptually shoWing a case Where a node 
failure 24 occurred at the ATM cross-connect node XC12 
When a virtual path connection XC11-XC12-XC13-XC14 is 
established betWeen the ATM cross-connect nodes XCll 
and XC14. The node failures are roughly classi?ed into 
equipment failures such as breakage of optical transmitting 
devices (laser diodes etc.) and control abnormality such as 
a failure of routing LSI. 

In the folloWing, the conventional VP protection method 
in the ATM netWork system of FIGS. 1 and 2 employing 
both the VP end protection and the arbitrary VP protection 
Will be described. 
When the line failure 23 occurred on the transmission line 

XC12-XC13 as shoWn in FIG. 1, the arbitrary VP protection 
32 is executed betWeen the ATM cross-connect nodes XC12 
and XC13 Which detected the line failure 23. In the case 
Where the section protection sWitching is executed as the 
arbitrary VP protection 32, the alternative route XC12 
XC16-XC13 is used instead of the route XC12-XC13 and 
thereby communication betWeen the VP end nodes XCll 
and XC14 is secured via the route XC11-XC12-XC16 
XC13-XC14. Incidentally, in the case Where the transmis 
sion line XC12-XC13 includes ‘Work’ and ‘standby’ signal 
lines and the line failure 23 occurred on a Work signal line 
betWeen the ATM cross-connect nodes XC12 and XC13, the 
ATM cross-connect nodes XC12 and XC13 can execute 
switching from the Work signal line to the standby signal line 
according to the APS, instead of the section protection 
sWitching. FIG. 1 is shoWing a case Where the section 
protection sWitching is executed by the ATM cross-connect 
nodes XC12 and XC 13, for example. 
On the other hand, When the node failure 24 occurred at 

the ATM cross-connect node XC12 as shoWn in FIG. 2, the 
VP end protection 33 is executed betWeen the ATM cross 
connect nodes XCll and XC14 Which are the VP end nodes 
of the virtual path connection XC11-XC12-XC13-XC14. In 
the VP end protection 33, the alternative route XC11-XC15 
XC14 is used instead of the route XC11-XC12-XC13-XC14 
and thereby communication betWeen the VP end nodes 
XCll and XC14 is secured via the route XC11-XC15 
XC14. 
An example of pre-planned VP end protection method is 

disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 
HEI8-237253 ‘METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR VIR 
TUAL PATH SWITCHING IN ATM NETWORK’. In the 
method, an operating virtual path and a standby (spare) 
virtual path are doubly set betWeen tWo VP end nodes and 
virtual path sWitching from the operating virtual path to the 
standby virtual path is executed by the VP end nodes in the 
case of failure. In the VP end protection method, an OAM 
(Operation And Maintenance) cell, including an sWitching 
instruction code for indicating the presence/absence of 
sWitching request and a sequence number, is used for 
controlling the virtual path sWitching. The transmitting end 
node transmits the sWitching control OAM cells periodically 
on both of the operating virtual path and the standby virtual 
path, and the receiving end node detects the phase difference 
betWeen the sWitching control OAM cells supplied via the 
tWo virtual paths by comparing the sequence numbers 
included in the sWitching control OAM cells. If the sWitch 
ing instruction code requesting virtual path sWitching 
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included in the switching control OAM cell reached the 
receiving end node via the standby virtual path in perfect 
form, the virtual path switching from the operating virtual 
path to the standby virtual path is performed compensating 
the detected phase difference. By the VP end protection 
method, the sWitching to the standby virtual path can be 
executed Without instantaneous chopping (i.e. maintaining 
synchroniZation of ATM cell timing betWeen the operating 
and standby virtual paths) and With con?rmation of normal 
operation of the standby virtual path. 

Another example of pre-planned VP end protection 
method is disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Laid 
Open No. HEB-235983 ‘APPARATUS AND METHOD 
FOR VIRTUAL PATH SWITCHING’. In the method, one or 
more alternative virtual paths are predetermined correspond 
ing to a Work virtual path, and information about the 
alternative virtual paths are prestored in an alternative 
virtual path information storing means of a virtual path 
sWitching device of each sWitching end nodes. The virtual 
path sWitching device of each sWitching end nodes further 
includes a virtual path capacity management means for 
storing and managing the capacity of the Work virtual path, 
and a link capacity management means for storing and 
managing the capacities of links Which are connected to the 
sWitching end node. When a failure is detected by a sWitch 
ing node, the node modi?es its routing table into an alter 
native virtual path according to information Which is stored 
in the alternative virtual path information storing means, the 
virtual path capacity management means and the link capac 
ity management means, and transmits a sWitching control 
signal including information about the virtual path capacity 
and virtual path identi?er to the adjacent node on the 
alternative virtual path. Each node on the alternative virtual 
path Which received the sWitching control signal selects a 
link containing the alternative virtual path from links Which 
are connected to the node according to the information in the 
sWitching control signal, and transmits the sWitching control 
signal to the next node on the alternative virtual path. 
Another sWitching end node of the alternative virtual path 
Which received the sWitching control signal via the alterna 
tive virtual path executes sWitching control of ATM cell 
transmission route from the Work virtual path With failure to 
the alternative virtual path according to the information 
included in the sWitching control signal. According to the 
method, the sWitching control signal is transmitted on the 
alternative virtual path only and thus the amount of control 
signals necessary for the virtual path sWitching can be 
decreased, and the virtual path sWitching can be executed 
Without control of a central control node. Therefore, the 
failure on the ATM netWork can be relieved With high speed. 

The aforementioned conventional VP protection method 
in an ATM netWork system shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2 
employing both the VP end protection and the arbitrary VP 
protection involves the folloWing problem. The VP end 
protection executed by the VP end nodes is started according 
to reception of VP-AIS cells Which are transmitted from 
failure detecting nodes. HoWever, the VP end nodes can not 
judge the presence or absence of the arbitrary VP protection 
executed on the route betWeen the VP end nodes, by 
information of the VP-AIS cell according to the present 
standard VP-AIS cell format. Thus, even in the case Where 
a line failure on the route can be relieved immediately by 
means of the arbitrary VP protection, the VP end protection 
is started by the VP end nodes. 

Referring to FIG. 4 for example, When the line failure 23 
occurred on the transmission line XC12-XC13, the arbitrary 
VP protection is executed betWeen the failure detecting 
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4 
nodes XC12 and XC13. HoWever, the VP end protection 33 
is started by the VP end nodes XCll and XC14 according to 
the reception of the standard VP-AIS cells transmitted by the 
failure detecting nodes XC12 and XC13. Thus, even in the 
case Where the line failure 23 can be relieved immediately 
by means of the arbitrary VP protection 32, the VP end 
protection 33 is started by the VP end nodes XC12 and 
XC13, thereby immediate relief by the arbitrary VP protec 
tion 32 is prevented. 
The above problem occurs since the conventional VP end 

protection is started by the VP end nodes according to 
reception of the standard VP-AIS cells in Which information 
about the presence or absence of the arbitrary VP protection 
executed betWeen the VP end nodes is not included. 
At present, there has been proposed no selective VP 

protection method employing both the VP end protection 
and the arbitrary VP protection selectively, Which can pro 
vide high ef?ciency of VP protection and high compatibility 
betWeen the VP end protection and the arbitrary VP protec 
tion. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore the primary object of the present invention 
to provide a selective VP protection method in an ATM 
netWork employing both the VP end protection and the 
arbitrary VP protection selectively, Which can provide both 
high ef?ciency of VP protection and high compatibility 
betWeen the VP end protection and the arbitrary VP protec 
tion. 

In accordance With a ?rst aspect of present invention, 
there is provided a selective VP protection method for 
protecting a virtual path connection established betWeen VP 
end nodes in an ATM netWork Which is composed of a 
plurality of ATM cross-connect nodes, employing both VP 
end protection and arbitrary VP protection selectively. In the 
selective VP protection method, the VP-AIS cell Which is 
transmitted doWnWard by each failure detecting node is 
composed including an area for carrying a sWitching ?ag 
Which indicates the presence or absence of execution of the 
arbitrary VP protection by the failure detecting nodes. When 
an ATM cross-connect node capable of executing the arbi 
trary VP protection detected a line failure, the failure detect 
ing ATM cross-connect node determines Whether or not it 
executes the arbitrary VP protection in order to relieve the 
line failure, and transmits doWnWard the VP-AIS cell in 
Which the sWitching ?ag has been set according to the 
determination. The VP end node Which received the VP-AIS 
cell refers to the sWitching ?ag and executes the VP end 
protection if the sWitching ?ag indicated the absence of 
execution of the arbitrary VP protection by the failure 
detecting nodes. 

In accordance With a second aspect of present invention, 
in the ?rst aspect, the failure detecting ATM cross-connect 
node determines to execute the arbitrary VP protection if it 
judged that the line failure can be relieved by the arbitrary 
VP protection by the failure detecting ATM cross-connect 
nodes. 

In accordance With a third aspect of present invention, in 
the ?rst aspect, the area for carrying the sWitching ?ag is 
placed in unusual octets of the standard VP-AIS cell format. 

In accordance With a fourth aspect of present invention, in 
the third aspect, the area for carrying the sWitching ?ag is a 
1-bit area. 

In accordance With a ?fth aspect of present invention, in 
the ?rst aspect, the VP end node executes dedicated 
resources VP end protection as the VP end protection. 
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In accordance With a sixth aspect of present invention, in 
the ?rst aspect, the VP end node executes semi-dedicated 
resources VP end protection as the VP end protection. 

In accordance With a seventh aspect of present invention, 
in the ?rst aspect, the VP end node executes real time 
restoration VP end protection as the VP end protection. 

In accordance With an eighth aspect of present invention, 
in the ?rst aspect, the failure detecting ATM cross-connect 
node executes APS (Automatic Protection Switching) as the 
arbitrary VP protection. 

In accordance With a ninth aspect of present invention, in 
the ?rst aspect, the failure detecting ATM cross-connect 
node executes section protection sWitching as the arbitrary 
VP protection. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The objects and features of the present invention Will 
become more apparent from the consideration of the fol 
loWing detailed description taken in conjunction With the 
accompanying draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram shoWing general conven 
tional VP protection method in an ATM netWork system in 
the case Where a line failure occurred on a transmission line 
betWeen ATM cross-connect nodes; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram shoWing general conven 
tional VP protection method in an ATM netWork system in 
the case Where a node failure occurred at an ATM cross 

connect node; 
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram shoWing the selective VP 

protection method in an ATM netWork system according to 
the present invention in the case Where a line failure 
occurred on a transmission line betWeen ATM cross-connect 

nodes; 
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram shoWing the selective VP 

protection method in an ATM netWork system according to 
the present invention in the case Where a node failure 
occurred at an ATM cross-connect node; and 

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram shoWing a VP-AIS cell 
format Which is employed in an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring noW to the draWings, a description Will be given 
in detail of preferred embodiments in accordance With the 
present invention. 

FIGS. 3 and 4 are schematic diagrams shoWing a VP 
protection method in an ATM netWork system according to 
an embodiment of the present invention. The ATM netWork 
system of FIGS. 3 and 4 comprises 6 ATM cross-connect 
nodes XC1~XC6 and ATM transmission lines connecting 
the ATM cross-connect nodes XC1~XC6. In the ATM net 
Work system, the ATM cross-connect nodes XCl and XC2, 
XC2 and XC3, XC3 and XC4, XC4 and XC5, XC5 and 
XCl, XC2 and XC6, and XC6 and XC3 are connected by the 
ATM transmission lines. 

FIG. 3 is conceptually shoWing a case Where a line failure 
23 occurred on the transmission line betWeen the ATM 
cross-connect nodes XC2 and XC3 When a virtual path 
connection XC1-XC2-XC3-XC4 is established betWeen the 
ATM cross-connect nodes XCl and XC4, and FIG. 4 is 
conceptually shoWing a case Where a node failure 24 
occurred at the ATM cross-connect node XC2 When a virtual 
path connection XC1-XC2-XC3-XC4 is established 
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6 
betWeen the ATM cross-connect nodes XCl and XC4. The 
line failure 23 includes disconnection of optical ?bers etc., 
and the node failure 24 includes equipment failures such as 
breakage of optical transmitting devices (laser diodes etc.) 
and control abnormality such as a failure of routing LSI etc. 

The ATM netWork system composed of the ATM cross 
connect nodes XC1~XC6 employs both the VP end protec 
tion and the arbitrary VP protection selectively. As men 
tioned before, the VP end protection means VP protection 
Which is executed by VP end nodes of a virtual path, and the 
VP end protection can be classi?ed into ‘pre-planned’ VP 
end protection (‘dedicated resources’ VP end protection in 
Which alternative routes and bandWidths are preset and 
‘semi-dedicated resources’ VP end protection in Which alter 
native routes are preset) and ‘real time restoration’ VP end 
protection (or ‘on-demand resources’ VP end protection). 
Although a simple netWork is shoWn in FIGS. 3 and 4 for 
brevity, the VP end protection executed in the selective VP 
protection method according to the embodiment includes the 
above three types of VP end protection. The arbitrary VP 
protection means arbitrary type of VP protection in its literal 
sense Which is spontaneously executed by adjacent ATM 
cross-connect nodes other than the VP end nodes. The 
arbitrary VP protection includes the APS (Automatic Pro 
tection SWitching) and the section protection sWitching 
Which have been explained before, for example. 

The VP end protection is executed betWeen the ATM 
cross-connect nodes (VP end nodes) XCl and XC4 using a 
route XC1-XC5-XC4 as an alternative route of the route 

XC1-XC2-XC3-XC4, and the arbitrary VP protection is 
executed betWeen the ATM cross-connect nodes XC2 and 
XC3. In the case Where the section protection sWitching is 
executed as the arbitrary VP protection betWeen the ATM 
cross-connect nodes XC2 and XC3, a route XC2-XC6-XC3 
is used as an alternative route of the route XC2-XC3. 

Incidentally, the White circles (o) in FIGS. 3 and 4 (in 
FIGS. 1 and 2 as Well) indicate detection of a VP failure and 
transmission of VP-AIS cells doWnWard by failure detecting 
nodes, and the black circles (O) in FIGS. 3 and 4 indicate 
detection of the VP-AIS cells by the VP end nodes XCl and 
XC4. In FIG. 3, the line failure 23 occurred on the trans 
mission line XC2-XC3 is detected by the ATM cross 
connect nodes XC2 and XC3, and VP-AIS cells are peri 
odically transmitted doWnWard by the failure detecting 
nodes XC2 and XC3 and received by the VP end nodes XCl 
and XC4 respectively. In FIG. 4, the node failure 24 
occurred at the ATM cross-connect node XC2 is detected by 
the ATM cross-connect nodes XCl and XC3, and a VP-AIS 
cells are periodically transmitted doWnWard by the failure 
detecting node XC3 and received by the VP end node XC4. 
The ATM cross-connect node XCl can be regarded to 
execute both detection of the node failure 24 and reception 
of the VP-AIS cell. The operations of detection of VP 
failures and transmission of VP-AIS cells are basically the 
same as the conventional VP protection method of FIGS. 1 
and 2 employing both the VP end protection and the arbi 
trary VP protection. 

First, a basic outline of the selective VP protection method 
according to this embodiment employing both the VP end 
protection and the arbitrary VP protection selectively Will be 
explained. Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, a VP connection 
XC1-XC2-XC3-XC4 is established betWeen the VP end 
nodes XCl and XC4. 

When the line failure 23 occurred on the transmission line 
XC2-XC3 as shoWn in FIG. 3, the ATM cross-connect nodes 
XC2 and XC3 detect the line failure 23, and the arbitrary VP 
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protection 32 is performed by the ATM cross-connect nodes 
XC2 and XC3. In the case Where the section protection 
switching is executed as the arbitrary VP protection 32, the 
alternative route XC2-XC6-XC3 is used instead of the route 
XC2-XC3 and thereby communication betWeen the VP end 
nodes XCl and XC4 is secured via the route XC1-XC2 
XC6-XC3-XC4. Incidentally, in the case Where the trans 
mission line XC2-XC3 includes ‘Work’ and ‘standby’ signal 
lines and the line failure 23 occurred on a Work signal line 
betWeen the ATM cross-connect nodes XC2 and XC3, the 
ATM cross-connect nodes XC2 and XC3 can execute 
sWitching from the Work signal line to the standby signal line 
according to the APS, instead of the section protection 
sWitching. FIG. 3 is shoWing a case Where the section 
protection sWitching is executed by the ATM cross-connect 
nodes XC2 and XC3, for example. 
On the other hand, When the node failure 24 occurred at 

the ATM cross-connect node XC2 as shoWn in FIG. 4, the 
VP end protection 33 is executed betWeen the ATM cross 
connect nodes XCl and XC4 Which are the VP end nodes of 
the virtual path connection XC1-XC2-XC3-XC4. In the VP 
end protection 33, the alternative route XC1-XC5-XC4 is 
used instead of the route XC1-XC2-XC3-XC4 and thereby 
communication betWeen the VP end nodes XCl and XC4 is 
secured via the route XC1-XC5-XC4. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram shoWing a VP-AIS cell 
format Which is employed in the embodiment in Which a 
sWitching ?ag bit is de?ned. Referring to FIG. 5, the VP-AIS 
cell is composed of a header of 8x5 bits, an OAM type ID 
?eld of 8 bits indicating OAM (Operation And Maintenance) 
type, a failure type ?eld of 8 bits indicating failure type, a 
failure location ?eld of 8><n bits indicating failure location, 
the sWitching ?ag bit indicating Whether or not arbitrary VP 
protection is executed by the failure detecting nodes 
(indicated With an asterisk unused octets (8><(44-n) bits) 
of the standard VP-AIS cell format in Which the sWitching 
?ag bit is de?ned, etc. 
As shoWn in FIG. 5, in this embodiment, the sWitching 

?ag bit 11 indicating Whether or not arbitrary VP protection 
is during execution is de?ned in the unused octets of the 
standard VP-AIS cell format. The sWitching ?ag bit 11 is set 
ON if the arbitrary VP protection is during operation, and is 
set OFF as the default and if the arbitrary VP protection is 
stopped. The ON setting of the sWitching ?ag bit 11 is 
executed by each failure detecting node if the failure detect 
ing node determined to execute the arbitrary VP protection 
in order to relieve the line failure. 

When an ATM cross-connect node capable of executing 
the arbitrary VP protection detected a line failure, the failure. 
detecting ATM cross-connect node determines Whether or 
not it executes the arbitrary VP protection. Preferably, the 
failure detecting node ?rst judges Whether or not the line 
failure can be relieved by the arbitrary VP protection 
executed by the failure detecting nodes, and determines to 
execute the arbitrary VP protection if it judged that the line 
failure can be relieved. Then, the failure detecting node 
transmits doWnWard the VP-AIS cell shoWn in FIG. 5 in 
Which the sWitching ?ag bit 11 has been set ON or OFF 
according to the determination. Generally, the transmission 
of the VP-AIS cell is executed periodically until a VP failure 
is relieved. 

Each of the VP end nodes Which received the VP-AIS cell 
refers to the sWitching ?ag bit 11 in the VP-AIS cell. If the 
sWitching ?ag bit 11 is ON, the VP end node judges that 
arbitrary VP protection is during execution in the upper 
stream, and does not execute the VP end protection. On the 
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8 
other hand, if the sWitching ?ag bit 11 is OFF, the VP end 
node judges that a VP failure Which can not be relieved (i.e. 
multiple line failures, node failures, etc.) occurred in the 
upper stream, and executes the VP end protection. 
By use of the sWitching ?ag bit 11 in the VP-AIS cell 

according to the embodiment, the selective VP protection in 
the ATM netWork shoWn in FIGS. 3 and 4 is performed as 
folloWs. 
When a line failure 23 Which can be relieved by the 

arbitrary VP protection occurred on the transmission line 
XC2-XC3 as shoWn in FIG. 3, arbitrary VP protection 32 is 
performed by the failure detecting nodes XC2 and XC3 
Which are provided With functions for executing the arbi 
trary VP protection, and the communication betWeen the VP 
end nodes XCl and XC4 is secured via the route XC1-XC2 
XC6-XC3-XC4. 

Here, each of the failure detecting nodes XC2 and XC3 
transmits doWnWard the VP-AIS cell 42 in Which the sWitch 
ing ?ag bit 11 has been set ON. Therefore, each of the VP 
end nodes XCl and XC4 judges that the arbitrary VP 
protection is executed in the upper stream, and thus the VP 
end protection 33 is not started. 
On the other hand, When a node failure 24 occurred at the 

ATM cross-connect node XC2 as shoWn in FIG. 4, the node 
failure 24 is detected by the ATM cross-connect nodes XCl 
and XC3, and the VP-AIS cells 43 in Which the sWitching 
?ag bit 11 has been set OFF (the default) are transmitted 
doWnWard. The ATM cross-connect node XCl in FIG. 4 can 
be regarded to execute both transmission and reception of 
the VP-AIS cell 43. The VP end nodes XCl and XC4 Which 
received the VP-AIS cells 43 refers to the sWitching ?ag bit 
11 (OFF) and judge that a VP failure Which can not be 
relieved by the arbitrary VP protection 32 occurred in the 
upper stream, therefore the VP end protection 33 is started 
and the communication betWeen the VP end nodes XCl and 
XC4 is secured via the route XC1-XC5-XC4. 
As described above, according to the embodiment, When 

a line failure 23 Which can be relieved by the arbitrary VP 
protection 32 occurred, the VP end protection 33 is pre 
vented by the VP-AIS cells 43 in Which the sWitching ?ag 
bit 11 has been set ON, and the line failure 23 is relieved by 
means of the arbitrary VP protection 32, thereby the relief 
can be performed With high speed. By the adequate selective 
use of the arbitrary VP protection and the VP end protection, 
high speed VP protection in an ATM netWork can be 
realiZed. 

Further, the embodiment utiliZes only the presence or 
absence of execution of the arbitrary VP protection. 
Therefore, high compatibility betWeen various types of VP 
end protection and various types of arbitrary VP protection 
can be realiZed in the selective VP protection method. 

Furthermore, secondary failures and meaningless dam 
ages for users Which are caused by a VP end protection 
started after the relief by the arbitrary VP protection can be 
prevented. Therefore, the selective VP protection method 
according to the embodiment is bene?cial for carriers of 
ATM netWorks, especially for large carriers of ATM net 
Works handling large capacity transmission lines. 

Incidentally, although the sWitching ?ag bit 11 Was 
de?ned in the standard VP-AIS cell format in the above 
embodiment, it is also possible to de?ne a larger area in the 
standard VP-AIS cell format for carrying the sWitching ?ag 
and other related information. 
While the present invention has been described With 

reference to the particular illustrative embodiments, it is not 
to be restricted by those embodiments but only by the 
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appended claims. It is to be appreciated that those skilled in 
the art can change or modify the embodiments Without 
departing from the scope and spirit of the present invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A selective VP protection method employing both VP 

end protection and arbitrary VP protection for protecting a 
virtual path connection established betWeen VP end nodes in 
an ATM netWork Which is comprised of plurality of ATM 
cross-connect nodes, the method comprising the steps of: 

transmitting doWnWard from each failure detecting node, 
a VP-AIS cell including an area for carrying a sWitch 
ing ?ag Which indicates the presence or absence of 
execution of arbitrary VP protection; 

determining, at each ATM cross-connect node capable of 
executing arbitrary VP protection Which detects a line 
failure, Whether or not to execute the arbitrary VP 
protection to relieve the line failure; 

selectively executing or not executing arbitrary VP pro 
tection at each such cross-connect node in accordance 
With the determination made thereat; 

transmitting doWnWard from such cross-connect node the 
VPS-AIS cell in Which the sWitching ?ag has been in 
accordance With the determination made thereat; 

receiving a VPS-AIS cell at a VP end node; 

determining at each VP end node Which receives a VPS 
AIS cell, the state of the sWitching ?ag therein; and 

executing VP end protection at each VP end node Which 
receives a VPS-AIS cell, if the sWitching ?ag indicates 
that arbitrary VP protection Was not executed by the 
failure detecting nodes. 
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2. A selective VP protection method as claimed in claim 

1, Wherein a failure detecting ATM cross-connect node 
determines to execute arbitrary VP protection if it is judged 
that the line failure can be relieved by arbitrary VP protec 
tion executed by the failure detecting ATM cross-connect 
nodes. 

3. A selective VP protection method as claimed in claim 
1, Wherein the area for carrying the sWitching ?ag is placed 
in unusual octets of the standard VP-AIS cell format. 

4. A selective VP protection method as claimed in claim 
3, Wherein the area for carrying the sWitching ?ag is a 1-bit 
area. 

5. A selective VP protection method as claimed in claim 
1, Wherein the VP end node executes dedicated resources VP 
end protection as the VP end protection. 

6. A selective VP protection method as claimed in claim 
1, Wherein the VP end node executes semi-dedicated 
resources VP end protection as the VP end protection. 

7. A selective VP protection method as claimed in claim 
1, Wherein the VP end node executes real time restoration 
VP end protection as the VP end protection. 

8. A selective VP protection method as claimed in claim 
1, Wherein the failure detecting ATM cross-connect node 
executes APS (Automatic Protection SWitching) as the arbi 
trary VP protection. 

9. A selective VP protection method as claimed in claim 
1, Wherein the failure detecting ATM cross-connect node 
executes section protection sWitching as the arbitrary VP 
protection. 


